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auroville a unique blend of architecture, technology and ... - auroville – a unique blend of architecture,
technology and sustainability auroville – city of dawn is a universal city dedicated to the spirit of human unity
based on the ideas of sri aurobindo. it has been given multiple names like “a beautiful urban experiment”,
“utopian township”, “experimental community” etc. mona doctor-pingel auroville architects monograph
series ... - poppo (reinhold egbert) pingel, born 1942, in westphalia, germany, has been working and living in
auroville, south india, since 1970. this unique international township founded in 1968 based on the integral
yoga of sri aurobindo is a source of inspiration to many architects around the world. auroville studio 2007 auroville earth institute - helmut schmid, david nightingale, toni barter, kiran keswani & mona doctorpingel. a list of resource persons from within auroville will be made available who can be consulted towards
preparing an ecologically sensitive design. visiting faculty including dr.b.vshi, dramanlal gupta, sen kapadia,
piero cicionesi & poppo pingel will share other considerations, where no rules can guide, or if i am ... poppo would spend time alone, looking for unusual pebbles, admiring the 1,000-year-old oak c04598-1 poppo
pingeldd 26 31/01/12 10:59 am 27 left pink mountains, nicholas roerich right istanbul, hans doellgast tree or
the willow thickets along the rivulet and climbing the bell tower of the old romanic church in the village.
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sustainability: an environmental critique of ... - mona doctor-pingel is an architect based in auroville
since 1995. she studied architecture at the center for environment and planning (cept), ahmedabad, and has a
master’s degree in appropriate technology from flensburg university, germany . auroville’s dedication
ceremony – 28th february 1968 - auroville’s dedication ceremony – 28th february 1968 names of the indian
states, countries and regions represented names of the representatives and of the people reading the charter
notes: 1. many countries of the world and states of india sent their representatives for the ceremony. their
names are underlines in the following list. preeti chopra - buildings-landscapes-cultures program preeti chopra associate professor of architecture, urban history and visual studies department of art history
director, center for visual cultures ... poppo pingel, u auroville architects monograph series, by mona doctorpingel, 165-168. ahmedabad: mapin, 2012. download exam papers solutions pdf - aramida - edition,
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